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All of them knelt in front of Zoey.

That included Star Entertainment’s boss and eighteen of its most popular
celebrities!

What’s going on with them?

This sudden scene caught everyone off guard.

Why are they kneeling?

Zoey and the others had no clue of what was happening.

Aren’t they supposed to come for revenge?

Zoey, the secretary and Seth exchanged incredulous glances with one another.

The first person who simultaneously appeared in their minds was Levi.

Does this really have something to do with him?

Kneeling on the floor, Pierre groveled at her feet, “Ms. Lopez, I’m sorry! I
shouldn’t have sabotaged you, or threatened to acquire your company.”

Thud! Thud! Thud!

Pierre kowtowed so forcefully that his forehead bled.



As Levi had specifically asked him to apologize to Zoey, he did not dare to take it
lightly.

Other than him, all the celebrities and influencers joined him too.

They should not have pretended to be arrogant big-shots.

Sarah even begged for Seth’s forgiveness for the words she had said to him.

On the other hand, everyone on Zoey’s side was stunned, unable to comprehend
what was happening.

What are these?

“Ms. Lopez, Star Entertainment will suspend all activities for three months, and
you can use our resources whenever and however you want!”

Pierre even offered to activate all their connections to help Zoey develop her
company’s entertainment projects for three months.

“Ms. Lopez, please accept our favors!”

Speaking, Pierre sprawled on the ground.

“Okay, I’ll accept it. But can you tell me what happened?” Asked Zoey confusedly.

This was everyone’s query too.

What made Pierre and these arrogant people change their attitudes so
drastically?

“Ms. Lopez, we broke some rules and received a harsh lesson. We’ve realized
our mistake now.” Explained Pierre helplessly.



“Ms. Lopez, we’ll take our leave first! With regards to Star Entertainment’s
resources, I’ll send someone over immediately.”

With that, Pierre and his men left.

They were going to roll out an orientation on proper etiquette for all their
celebrities.

When Pierre left, the secretary received an update.

“Ms. Lopez, they probably committed a mistake at the military camp and was
chased out!” Reported the secretary.

“But this is a good thing for us. We can use all of Star Entertainment’s resources
for three months!”

Zoey nodded in approval.

“It’d be a waste for us not to use them. Coincidentally, Helena’s new movie is
going to be released soon. Let’s tap on their resources for that!” Suggested Zoey
with a smile.

At that moment, Levi pushed the door open and entered.

“What happened? Did those guys come and apologize?”


